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Texture
From packaging cardboard to linen, many
different types of textures will be used.

This booklet was created using Adobe InDesign,
Photoshop, and Illustrator CC 2014 edition.
The font used in this book is Trade Gothic.
Printed on an Epson 3880 with Moab lasal Photo
Matte paper and 70 lb. uncoated inside sheets.
Book designer: Wayne Harrison.
Contact information:
415.577.6446
wharrison@concretecurve.com
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Photo Style
Photography will use full color and high
contrast with natural, balanced lighting.
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Texture

Clean same-weight lines that are realistic with
a clean cartoon-like style with minimal fill color.
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Typefaces
Trade Gothic was chosen for it’s condensed weights
that align nicely with the narrow lines of a barcode.

Trade Gothic Bold Condensed No. 20
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
Trade Gothic Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
Trade Gothic Condensed No. 18
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
Trade Gothic Condensed No. 18 Oblique
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
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Label Conscious
A graphic design thesis project
at the Academy of Art University
The 20-minute video
presents a critical vision
of consumerist society,
primarily American.

New Product Lifecycles
A look at excessive consumerism
Filmmaker Annie Leonard wrote and narrated the film, which was funded by Tides
Foundation, Funders Workgroup for Sustainable Production and Consumption, Free
Range Studios and other foundations. Free Range Studios also produced the documentary, which was first launched online in 2007.

There are many factors driving consumer behavior in the global marketplace. Most people that I’ve spoke with aren’t specifically aware of what
an externalized cost is and even when they are, determining what that
cost is in relation to a single product is impossible.
Educating shoppers about externalized costs is the starting point for
this project and it will begin with creating platform. A web site and
application will help to communicate the impact of externalized costs
at the individual product level.

Externalized Cost:
when another person, place or
thing absorbs part of the cost of
producing something.

The documentary is being used in elementary schools, arts programs, and economics classes as well as places of worship and corporate sustainability trainings. By
February 2009, it had been seen in 228 countries and territories. According to the Los
Angeles Times as of July 2010, the film had been translated into 15 languages and
had been viewed by over 12 million people.
The 20-minute video presents a critical vision of consumerist society, primarily American. It purports to expose “the connections between a huge number of environmental
and social issues, and calls us together to create a more sustainable and just world.”
The video is divided into seven chapters: Introduction, Extraction, Production, DistrubTrade Gothic Condensed No. 18 Oblique 7/9 +12 tracking
Trade Gothic Condensed No. 20 Bold 31/35
Trade Gothic LIght 18/22
Trade Gothic Condensed No. 18 9/13 +8 tracking
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Colors
Primary

Creative Brief
Primary Audience
Professional women and men in urban and suburban dwellings, within
the ages of 28–38 years old and a household income above $1000,000.

Benefit for Primary Audience
A way to create context for the impact purchase decisions make.

Secondary Audience/s
Businesses that would benefit from having a production facts label
(Patagonia, Timberland, Filson, etc.)

Benefit for Secondary Audience/s
A way to showcase the efforts they’ve made as a company to use
responsible production practices.

Current Perceptions
The problem of understanding why the things we buy matter is too
complicated, so we don’t spend time thinking about it. It’s easier to
rationalize it away.

73/46/4/1
77/124/183
#4D7CB7

20/10/15/0
203/212/209
#CBD4D1

Secondary

Desired Perceptions
Make it easier for shoppers to assess the distributed impact that is
generated by consumerism.

Primary Objective
Inform shoppers about externalized costs at the individual product level.

Secondary Objective
Create a space where individuals can make a plan to see how their
shopping choices matter.

Principal Message
Label Conscious is about making mindful decisions that make sense in
your own life. This project isn’t about right and wrong, it’s about making informed decisions.

73/46/4/30
58/95/141
#3A5F8D

43/16/4/1
140/183/216
#8CB7D8

10/0/18/0
229/241/216
#E5F1D8

Neutral

Support Points
The label is going to be promoted to companies that would benefit from
0/0/0/90
65/64/66
#414042
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2/0/0/30
182/188/192
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having it. The web site will use a user journey narrative to help create
an understanding of how externalized costs affect other people, places
and things that we may never see. The app is going to create a workspace for an individual to make sense of how seemingly disconnected
product purchase choices work toward a common goal (which could be
different for different people, depending on what they value most.)

Tone
There are many possible paths to attain Label Consciousness. What’s
important to you will guide you there.

Takeaway
Label Conscious is going to use existing frameworks to break down the
issues related to product production and the impact it has globally.

Challenges
Getting accurate information for the label and how to address the time
difference between product production and point of sale purchase.

Deliverables
Label system, web site, and app.

Abstract
There are many factors driving consumer behavior in the global marketplace. I believe that ignorance of production costs is a significant
driving factor that creates unnecessary consumption. This project is
going to use graphic design to create a system that reveals externalized
costs at the individual product level.
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Personas

Clear Space
Spatial border minimums are built into all supplied
files, do not crop or eliminate the trim size.

Skeptic
Lisa Baxter, 31 years old, single,
lives in San Francisco.
The skeptic is a careful decision maker and doesn’t jump into new
things without doing a lo of research. Lisa has a job working in
tech-support for a software company. She has a BA in psychology,
lives alone, and her family lives on the East Coast. She’s new in town
and hasn’t had a chance to make many friends.

Clear space is built into all Label
Conscious files, do not alter white
space around artwork.

She likes her job, but it isn’t that interesting so finding creative outlets
has become her new passion. Lisa really appreciates that there is a
some underlying technical aspect to painting, mostly it’s about expression. And she believes there’s no correct way to express one’s self.
Lisa tries to make it to the gym at least once a week. She spends a lot
of her time exploring adjacent neighborhoods, the city is so dense it’s
become clear that it will take years to have a sense of familiarity with
her new hometown.
Buying things on sale has always been a necessity because Lisa has
an intense savings regime. She understands that the future isn’t predictable, but if you’re financially secure then it’s more likely that you’ll
be able to better handle things as they come up.
Brand loyalty is important to Lisa, it’s mostly based on consistent past
experiences. Once she finds something that she likes, it’s unlikely that
she’ll ever try a competing product.
The idea behind Label Conscious make perfect sense to Lisa. She’s
used Nutrition Facts labels in the past and although she’s never heard
the term externalized costs, she’s aware that sweatshops still exist. In
the past she’s always rationalized away why some clothing is so inexpensive. Now that she’s thinking about it, it doesn’t always make sense.
There can’t always be some leftover, overbought or undersold reason
for the weekly, year-round deals. Clothes are on sale all of the time
now, that doesn’t make sense…
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Incorrect Usage
The following examples of unauthorized logotype and
brandmark use deviate from the brand essence that
Label Conscious has established. Misuse of our logotype or brandmark can cause consumer confusion
within the market and will devalue the positioning
of our brand.

Do not stretch
the logo.

Do not rotate
the logo.

Do not change the
scale of the signature elements.

Do not alter or
add colors.

Do not shear the
height or width.

Do not ever
use gradients.

Wayne Harrison
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Signature
Scanning the barcode reveals the project name.
Depending on the medium the signature can be
reduced to .25” in print or 35 px on a screen.

Tree Hugger
Jake Owens, 38 years old, married,
no children, lives in Berkeley.
Full color

The Tree Hugger is a health-focused, high-level of energy person. Jake
has a job working in the public school system as an administrator, with
a master’s degree in economics. He’s married and has no current plans
to have children. Jake’s level of involvement with family and friends is
mostly confined to holidays and special events.
Maintaining a small garden and hiking in the Oakland Hills is a favorite spare time activity on the weekends. Jake also spends a lot of time
reading non-fiction and staying current with world events.

One color

Buying local and second hand are very important to Jake. What bothers
him the most is the availability of what he needs makes buying new
products from giant companies much easier. He only has so much time
and money and trying to be a responsible consumer is exhausting, but
Jake is persistent and as a result he sometimes goes without making
a purchase until he can make one that aligns with his values.
Jake has lived two lives when examined by his choices made as a consumer. He grew up in a suburban setting and didn’t question anything
around him. When he moved into an urban environment to attend college he saw extreme contrast in living conditions and economic disparities. It was as if the fog of upper-middle class suburbia had been lifted
and he began to question every decision he made.
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Reversed

Does driving a Prious matter if you only drive alone? Jake has a busy
life and he’d like a way to better manage or understand what impact
he actually has as a consumer. To stop buying water in plastic bottles
was easy, which pair of shoes or furniture should he buy?

Label Conscious
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Persona Journeys
Jake Owens, Tree Hugger
Wants to buy new shoes for his suit.

Ignorant
Mira Stevens, 28 years old, long-term
relationship, lives in San Jose.
Ignorance truly is bliss and it makes for a life filled with possibility. Mira is full of optimism and thinks that her hard work alone is
responsible for her successes thus far. She graduated from college
a few years ago and is in her first job for a well-established techn
company where she makes a very admirable salary.
She is a risk taker and not overly concerned with following anyone
or anything. Mira likes being single and she’s waiting to find the right
person. Her family lives several hundred miles away and she spends
some time with them, a random weekend here and there.
Most of her free time is spent hanging out with friends, shopping or
going to shows. She leads a very active and mobile lifestyle and she’s
accustomed to being constantly connected to friends. Mira consumes
endlessly. Her closets are filled, every outlet in her home has something
plugged into it. What really matters to her is the thing that can hold her
attention the longest. And that’s not an easy task.
Mira’s self-identity has been developed since childhood by technology
and branded goods. She’s never known a time without the Internet
and with the exception of driving, she’s always connected to it. Mira
wouldn’t admit to her level of entitlement because it’s not something
she sought out, it’s just always been available to her. Like every other
decision in her life, if it’s right in front of her and possible, then why
not go for it?
Mira thinks the Label Conscious app might be cool, but it’s probably
going to join the folder with hundreds of apps that have been downloaded and used once, or not at all. She wonders what the point is
anyway. If she buys one thing over another it’s still a purchase. Right?

Jake visits a shoe specialty store. He views 8 pair of shoes that fit his
criteria. Four of the shoes have a Label Conscious sticker. Jake compares the shoes with and without LC stickers. Valuing the information
on the sticker the selection is narrowed to four. Jake makes a purchases
a pair of shoes with a Label Conscious sticker.

Lisa Baxter, Skeptic
A friend recommended the Label Conscious
app, Lisa notices it in an app store and she
decides to give it a try.
Using the app, Lisa enters a few clothing items she purchased this
past weekend. She’s puzzled by how low her score is, she bought midpriced, high quality items. A few weeks later Lisa bought a jacket that
was locally sourced and sewn. She remembers the Label Conscious app
and enters the new item. Her score skyrockets!
She gets it and now she’s motivated to make at least some of her purchase decisions with different criteria in mind. But what exactly? Over
time new items are entered and she can see her score balloon or crawl
along. It’s becoming more clear to Lisa how the impact associated with
some items compares to others.

Mira Stevens, Ignorant
While searching for something else, she finds
the Label Conscious website.
The front page of the Label Conscious website catches her interest,
she’s not sure what an externalized cost is. Mira is tempted to learn
what her score would be if she takes the challenge offered by the site:
How Label Conscious are you?
It only takes a few minutes to click boxes and answer very short questions and she’s taken to a final page with her score. The score is a little
embarrassing, she thought it would be higher. By clicking on other links
on the page Mira learns more about the Label Conscious sticker and
where to find it in stores.
Mira downloads the app so she can find ways to improve her score and
eventually attain Label Consciousness!
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